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PREFACE
Murray Springs, where excavations have revealed
the bones of extinct mammoth, camel, horse and bison as
well as human artifacts (Haynes and Hemmings, 1968), is
a stratified archeological site of considerable sig
nificance in New World prehistory.

The evidence for

the coexistence of Pleistocene fauna and Homo sapiens
in the upper San Pedro River Valley of Arizona has aroused the interest of paleontologists and anthropologists,
geologists and ecologists, all of whom are working to re
construct the topography, climate and vegetation of the
land over which ancient peoples roamed in search of large
game.
Interpretation of the past, however, must depend
to a great extent on an understanding of present conditions.
To make any sense of the Pleistocene pollen record with
respect to long-term or short-term vegetational and cli
matic changes, the modern pollen rain must be analysed
in terms of the present vegetation.

In turn, the present

vegetation must be identified and its origin— climatic,
edaphic, or cultural— established.

My purpose is to

provide a record and an analysis of the vegetation
surrounding the Murray Springs site today.
ill
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ABSTRACT
Dense thomscrub with species representative of
the Chihuahuan Desert is characteristic of the Murray
Springs area.

Twenty-five square miles were mapped with

aid of aerial photographs to provide a record of the
vegetation— which is being eradicated— and to provide an
ecological perspective on the climactic nature of this
brush community.

Historical records were examined to sub

stantiate what the ecology proposed.
The xerophytic Aeacia-Larrea-Flourensia associ
ation is dominant in the study area.

Grasses are found

only along drainages and in interfluvial depressions.
The small closed basins as well as other conditions in the
study area are similar to those described for the Chihua
huan Desert proper.

The ecology of the vegetation in the

vicinity of Murray Springs suggests that the desertscrub is
an edaphic climax on the calcareous soils.

Public Land

Office survey notes document the presence of the thornscrub since 1879»

viii

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
A broad band of Chihuahuan Desortscrub lines the
San Pedro River in its upper valley (Figure 1).

The dense,

waist-high brush is broken only by washes, the rancher’s
plow, and the floodplain of the San Pedro itself.

Two

species characteristic of the Chihuahuan Desert— Acacia
vernicosa and Flourensia c e m u a — have their northwestern
limit here in southeastern Arizona (Lowe 1964, p. 20).
Ninety percent of the Chihuahuan Desert lies in
the Mexican states of Chihuahua, Coahuila, Durango,
Zacatecas, Neuvo Leon, and San Luis Potosi.

This desert

has not been studied to the same degree as the Sonoran;
indeed, "not more than a handful of ecologists have
examined its southerly parts extensively or intensively"
(Lowe 1964, p. 24).

Little has been written about the

Arizona outlier, which has been regarded generally as a
disclimax and an unwelcome invader of what were once
desert grasslands.

It seems reasonable that a study con

ducted within this thornscrub— an association rather
unique in Arizona— with an ecological rather than an
1

economic approach might provide insights into the cli
mactic nature of this vegetation as well as the historical
and ecological aspects of vegetation change in the entire
valley.

Such a study is necessary now, for ranchers are

quickly eradicating the useless shrubbery so unacceptable
to their cattle and reseeding with the African lovegrass,
Eragrostis lehmanniana (Figure 2).
The study undertaken here involved mapping the
"pre-plowing" vegetation in the vicinity of Murray Springs,
an important archaeological site.

Some ecological ex

planations of the distributional patterns were sought in
closer examinations of unique vegetation complexes and
transitional zones within the study area.

With an

ecological perspective developed, the history of the
vegetation of the area— poorly documented as it is— was
examined in hopes that history would further elucidate
ecology and vice versa.
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CHAPTER 2
MAPPING PROCEDURE
Mapping procedure followed■the one outlined by
Viktorov, Vostokova, and Vyshivkin (1964).

Familiarity

with the major plant associations and their appearances
on the aerial photographs was gained in the field.

With

each dominant species or group of species thus identified,
boundaries between associations were drawn on the aerial
photographs in the laboratory.

The word “dominant" is

not meant to imply an ecological control exerted by a
plant or group of plants.

It merely signifies those plants

with the greatest crown coverage or with the greatest fre
quency,' i.e.,the most conspicuous plants on both the land
scape and the aerial photography.

Similarly, the word

"association" means a group of plants that occur together;
ecological interdependence is not assumed.

The divisions

between associations were checked in the field along a
series of traverses.

Final data were plotted on a topo

graphic map of the area (Lewis Springs Quadrangle, 1952
USG3 1:24,000).

More detailed mapping and more compre

hensive field checks were carried out along three arroyos
for which large scale aerial photography was provided by
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Dr. G. Vance Haynes, formerly of the Department of
Geochronology at the University of Arizona.

Work began

In the fall of 196? and continued In the fall of 1968.
The study area was visited in all seasons.
Scientific nomenclature follows Kearney and
Peebles (1951)»

CHAPTER 3
THE STUDY AREA
The study area, covers approximately 25 square
miles in the upper San Pedro Valley, Cochise County,
Arizona (Figure 2).

The center of the area, which lies

almost entirely to the west of the northward-flowing San
Pedro River, is ten miles south and six miles west of
Tombstone.

The surface is broken by many washes which

drain intermittently toward the San Pedro, a permanent
stream in this part of its course.

These drainages have

cut downward through Quaternary alluvium and have exposed
remains of Pleistocene fauna.

Evidence of human occu

pation of the valley contemporaneous with mammoth has
been uncovered at Murray Springs on Murray Springs
Arroyo (Haynes and Hammings 1968).

Other mammoths have

been excavated near Horsethief Draw about one mile south
of Murray Springs and along Woodcutter Draw about two
miles north of the main archaeological site.
Physiography
The upper San Pedro Valley is part of the Basin
and Range Province of Arizona.
7

Fault block mountains

8
delineating the valley are composed predominantly of
sedimentary rocks $

shales, sandstones and limestones of

Cretaceous, Carboniferous and Devonian age (Arizona Bureau
of Mines 1959) •

The Whetstone and Huachuca Mountains form

the western edge of the valley; the Dragoon and Mule
Mountains the eastern edge (Figure 1).

The Tombstone Hills,

near the center of the valley, are of similar composition,
although there are several volcanic knolls between them
and the Dragoons (Tuan 1962).
The basin has a. deep fill of Gila conglomerate
(Bryan 1926)— the detritus of the surrounding mountains—
deposited during the late Cenozoic.

Bryan (1925) recog

nized three surfaces in the valley:

the broad Tombstone

"pediment" flanking the mountains, the Whetstone erosion
surface forming an intermediate valley and the Arivaipa
terrace forming an inner valley as the modern floodplain of
the San Pedro (see Gilluly 1955. Plate 10),

The higher

elevations of the basin are characterized by red soils,
while the lower bajadas are composed of white calcareous
deposits (Haynes 1968, p. 91).

Except where recent al

luvium Interfingers along drainages, the study area lies
on the calcified materials of the lower Tombstone and the
Whetstone surfaces.
Several small depressions have formed on the cal
careous lower bajadas.

These features, measuring from

9

300 to 500 feet in diameter, are found on no other bajadas
in the American Southwest.

Occurring in pairs or sets which

generally trend northeastward in compliance with modern
surface drainage, these small closed basins are perhaps
the products of underground solution.

A trench cross-

sectioning one of these basins reveals a symmetrical
depression in the white gravels and subsequent filling
first with sand and later with silts.

(See Figure 6).

At the center the black silt layer reaches a depth of
about two feet and is underlain with another two or three
feet of redder, sandier alluvium.

Both beds taper without

deformation toward the edges of the basin.

Muller (19^7•

p. 39) describes similar "small catchments of deep soil"
on the bajadas in the Chihuahuan Desert in Coahuila,
Mexico.

In Coahuila the basins are called mogotes or

islands, because, as in the upper San Pedro Valley of
Arizona, they support the only grasslands in a predominantly
scrub formation.
The most recent of three periods of arroyo-cutting
began in the San Pedro Valley in I883 (Bryan 1925) and has
led to the dissection of much of the otherwise gently
rolling terrain.

Downcutting probably followed previously

established drainage lines.

The field notes of the Public

Land Office survey of 1901 record many washes and draws.
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What was called Curry Draw at the turn of the century is
the present Murray Springs Arroyo, which began to erode
shortly after 1900 (Haynes 1968, p. 79).

That arroyo-

cutting had a devastating effect on vegetation between
the channels is debatable and will be discussed later.
Headcutting continues today at an average rate of ten
feet per year.

It usually occurs with the summer storms,

but in the winter rains of 1967-1968 the Murray Springs
cut advanced eight feet (Haynes 1968, pers. comm.).
Substrate and Water Supply
The valley fill forms a complex mosaic of depositional materials.

Dissection and alluviation of the valley

have occurred several times and even nearby alluvial pro
files may vary considerably.

In the study area "there are

various occurrences of carbonate rubble, carbonate-cemented
gravel, calcareous silt, and gravel with desert varnish "
(Haynes 1968, p. 91)•

Much of the surface is covered with

erosion pavement (Lowdermilk and Bundling 195°i Shaw 1929).
Recent alluvium occurs in swales headward of arroyo-cutting,
on uneroded terraces within the arroyos, and in interfluvial
depressions.

These deposits are usually fine-textured and

support plant communities distinct from the vegetation of
the interfluves.

The arroyo floors are typically sandy

and also support distinctive plant communities.
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The repeated degradation and aggradation have formed
and buried numerous stream channels which now act as local
aquifers.

Therefore, depth to water table, like soil pro

files, varies considerably over very short distances (Bryan,
Smith and Waring 193*0 •

Because the regional water table

is almost always beyond the reach of even phreatophytic
species, these local aquifers are important sources of
moisture (Figure 3)•

In general they are replenished

annually by local precipitation.
Pendulate water, also derived from local precipi
tation and held by adhesion in the finer alluviums, is
another signigicant source of plant moisture.

Also in

dependent of the regional water table, pendulate water
probably explains the communities of phreatophytes along
arroyo banks and in closed basins on the interfluves.
Along floors of arroyos, "tanking" creates the most
important reservoirs of water.

An irregular layer of in

durated clays and silts underlies the channel sands.
Pockets serve as cisterns or "tanks" and feed hydrophytic
species.

This water supply is replenished during stream

flow and local rainfall and is independent of the regional
ground water supplies.
Only at rare springs, such as Murray Springs itself,
does the regional ground water table become important.

12
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And some of these springs are probably fed by buried
channels and not by regional ground water at all.
Climate
Precipitation, which averages 11.15 inches a
year at Lewis Springs (elev. 4029) (Gilluly 1956, p. 5)
across the San Pedro River from Murray Springs and 14.14
inches at Tombstone (elev. 4540) (Green and Sellars 1964,
p. 427), shows a decided summer maximum.

Fifty percent

of the annual rainfall occurs with the localized convectional storms of July and August.

These rains are

essential for the maintenance of perennial grasses and
the appearance of summer annuals (Martin 1963).

The more

gentle winter rains (and infrequent snows) add significant
ly to the ground water supplies and account for the spring
productivity of phreatophytes and annuals.

April, May and

June are typically dry (Gilluly 1956, p. 5) but the rains
of the previous winter may keep the thornscrub green
throughout the spring.

Prosonis and Acacia leaf out before

the summer rains, whether the previous winter was wet or dry.
Temperatures in the upper San Pedro Valley are
influenced by elevation.

At Tombstone the mean daily

minimum for January, the coldest month, is 34.1° F.
Freezing temperatures occur on an average of 42 days from

November through March, and no doubt restrict the ex
pansion into the area of those Sonoran Desert species
with tropical affinities (Shreve 1914).

CHAPTER 4
THE NATURAL VEGETATION OF THE MURRAY SPRINGS AREA
Since botanical and ecological nomenclature is
quite apt to vary from author to author, some clarification
of the terms used in this thesis is necessary.
most equivocal term is "natural vegetation,"

Perhaps the
In this paper,

natural vegetation refers to species complexes which have
not been purposefully planted by man.

The land upon which

this vegetation grows may or may not have been distrubed
by man's occupation of the area.

Thus the desertscrub of

the study area is considered natural vegetation; although,
as some authors suggest, it may not have become widespread
prior to the twentieth century.
Climax vegetation is not synonymous with natural
vegetation.

Climax infers adjustment and equilibrium with

the environment; it represents the final and "permanent"
stage of succession.

In contrast, natural vegetation in

cludes pioneer species as well as climax species.
The classification of species occurring in the
study area reflects the pattern of moisture availability
in various edaphic situations.
15

Plants may be classified

according to a gradient of water requirements (Table 1).
Hence, we have xerophytes, phreatophytes, and hydrophytes,
although the last two are not defined in the usual manner.
Xerophytes never have their roots extending below
the capillary fringe (Hunt 1966, p. 11).

With shallow,

lateral root systems, they derive their moisture from the
soil water which is available only during, and for brief
periods after, rainfall.

Their ability to withstand

drought may be either morphological (e.g. tiny leaves,
often oily) or physiological (e.g. shedding leaves during
dry seasons and responding rapidly with new growth at the
onset of rains).
Phreatophytes typically have long taproots ex
tending into the zone of saturation, the phreatic water
(Hunt 1966, p. 11), and grow more or less independently
of local rainfall (Keinzer 1927, p. 3)•

Once away from

the floodplain of the San Pedro, however, it seems un
likely that the roots of many plants could reach down
over a hundred feet to tap the phreatic water supply.
The distribution of such plants suggests that the long
taproot systems enable them to take advantage of the
pendulate water trapped in deposits of fine alluvium
(Figure 3).
Hydrophytes, as found in a xeric environment,
have shallow roots rarely extending more than 20 feet
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TABLE 1
Major species in the Murray Springs area arranged
along a gradient of moisture•requirements from
hydrophytes at the top of the list to xerophytes
at the bottom.
Latin name

Common name

Family

Salix gooddingii
Potmlus fremontii
Baeoharis glutinosa
juglans major
Praxinus velutina
Celtis reticulata
Chilopsis linearis
Chrysothamnus nauseosus
Brickellia floribunda
SapIndus saponaria
Prosopis juilflora
Hilaria mutica
Sporobolus wrightii
Rhus microohylla
Acacia .vernicosa
Flourensia cernua
Larrea trldentata

Slack willow
Cottonwood
Seep willow
Walnut
Ash
Hackberry
Desert willow
Rabbitbrush

Salicaceae
Sallcaceae
Compositae
Juglandaceae
Oleaceae
Ulmaceae
Bignoniaceae
Compositae
Compositae
Sapindaceae
Legumlnosae
Gramlnae
Graminae
Anacardiaceae
Legumlnosae
Compositae
Zygophyllaceae

Soapberry
Velvet mesquite
Tobosa grass
Sacaton
Littleleaf sumac
Whitethorn
Tarbush
Creosotebush
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beneath the surface (MeInzer 1927, p. 77).

The roots

must be in a saturated zone during the growing season.
Since the regional water table may be tens of feet below
the arroyo floor, tanking seems to provide the necessary
water for these species with high water requirements.
Apparently the volume of the tank either allows or re
stricts the growth of the various hydrophytes.
The last term which should be defined is "ri
parian. "

This word is used in its true sense and refers

to vegetation lining the banks of streams or rivers.

The

stream or river may flow only a few days each year.
Depending on local moisture conditions, riparian species
may be hydrophytes, phreatophytes, or even xerophytes.
Vegetation of the Interfluves
The vegetation of the interfluves is very similar
to that of western Chihuahua as described by Shreve (1942,
p. 238):

"monotonous stands of Larrea or Larrea-Acacia-

Flourensia with broad low ... trees of Prosoois" (Figure 4).
Two of the common shrubs, Acacia vernlcosa and Plourensla
cernua, are species characteristic of the Chihuahuan Desert
and of very localized distribution in Arizona,

Most of

the other shrubs of the interfluves are also common to the
Chihuahuan Desert.

These include Koeberlinia soinosa,

Condalia soathulata, Phus alcroohylla, and Parthenlum

19

Figure 4.

A broad band of Chlhuahuan
desertscrub lines the upper
San Pedro River, marked by
cottonwoods and willows in
the background. Note ero
sion pavement in foreground.
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incanum.

Another important species, but one which is not

confined to the Chihuahuan Desert, is Ephedra trifurca.
E. trifurca has been a key in pollen studies, where its
appearance is taken to indicate the presence of desertscrub
vegetation.

The dominant species of the latter are zoophil-

ous and fail to appear reliably in alluvial pollen records
and in the modern pollen rain (Hehringer, Martin, and Haynes
196?).
The xerophytes whitethorn (Acacia vernicosa),
creosotebush (Larrea tridentata), and tarbush (Flourensia
cernua) are the most common species in the study area
(Figure 5)•

They range over a variety of soil textures

from coarse gravels to sands.

In general they are absent

from alluvial terraces and depressions.

In these finer

textured deposits grasses apparently have a competitive
advantage.

Larrea and Acacia are successful pioneers and

take root quickly in recently plowed areas and along road
ways,

The height of plants and leaf density vary, ap

parently according to moisture availability (Spalding 1904).
Mesquite (Prosoois juliflora var. vetulina), in its
low, shrubby xerophytic form, is able to grow on the uplands
in association with whitethorn, creosotebush, and tarbush.
Development of lateral roots allows it to leave the drainages
and flourish on the interfluves (Meinzer 192?, p. 43), where
it seeks level terrain and the finer textured soils.
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Certain types of plants are conspicuous by their
absence from the interfluves.

Succulents are rare.

The

only one of any significance is Countia leotocaulis» a
species with Chihuahuan affinities.

Similarly, there are

no stands of perennial gramas (Bouteloua), the prized
pasture grass of neighboring desert grasslands.

Annual

grasses appear only when rains are sufficient.

The most

common is the relatively poor forage grass, Tridens
pulchella.
Vegetation of the Closed Basins
The depressions described above appear as conspicu
ous grass circles on the predominantly shrubby interfluves.
As in Mexico (Brand 1937. Shreve 1939; 19^2; Leopold 1950;
Muller 19^7) they harbor the only stands of perennial
grasses, typically Hilaria mutlca.

They also mark the only

occurrences of phreatophytes away from drainages (Figure 5)»
Littleleaf sumac (Rhus raicroohylla) and occasionally
mesquites encircle the basins (Figure 6).

A concentric

ring of sacaton (Soorobolus wrightii) traces the shallower
alluviums, and tobosa grass (Hilaria mutlca) forms the
innermost circle on the deepest soils.

Yucca d a t a may

be associated with the tobosa grass (Figure 7); neither
are species typical of the area.
Mesquites nay also grow in the grass circles,
usually in the zone of sacaton.

In one depression north
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of Murray Springs, mesquite formed an orchard with an
understory of tobosa grass.

In a disturbed section, two

soapberry trees (SapIndus saponaria) were all that re
mained of one of these curious features of the landscape.
This was the only non-riparian occurrence of Saoindus.

Riparian Vegetation
The vertical-walled, flat-floored arroyos provide
habitats for a number of species.

Diversified alluvial

textures and changeable volumes of tanks probably account
for the numerous niches.

The xerophytes of the interfluves

and the hydrophytes of the channel sands meet in a distinc
tive zone along each drainage.

Boundary areas are usually

the best places to seek factors limiting the distributions
of species, so detailed mapping was carried out along three
arroyos.

Because Murray Springs is a riparian site, large

scale aerial photographs were available for Murray Springs
Arroyo,

Two other strips had been flown along Woodcutter

Draw and Horsethief Draw, respectively, as the search for
additional archaeological sites was conducted.
Vegetation along and within Horsethief Draw
(Figure 8) and Murray Springs Arroyo (Figure 9) is similar;
that of Woodcutter Draw (Figure 10) is strikingly different.
Woodcutter Draw (Figure 11), where downcutting is minimal,
supports tall walnuts (Julians major), soapberries,
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Figure 11.

Common hydrophytes along
Woodcutter Draw.
w = walnut
d = desert willow
r = rabbitbrush
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hackberries (Celtis reticulata) and a shady grove of ash
(Fraxinus velutina), as well as a tangle of smaller trees
and shrubs including mesquite, desert willow (Chilopsis
linearis), catclaw (Acacia greggii), rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus nauseosus), and littleaf sumac.

Low shrubs of rabbit

brush and the composite Brickellla floribunda are the most
common species of the other two washes (Figure 12), both
deeply incised.

Brickellia, although common, never formed

a mappable unit, partly because of its seasonal appearance.
Horsethief Draw and Murray Springs Arroyo both harbor cot
tonwood (Pooulus fremontii) and willow (Sallx gooddingii);
these two trees are noticeably absent from Woodcutter Draw.
Hydrophytes
The hydrophytes have been classified along a
moisture gradient from Salix and Pooulus to Sapindus, which
is also found in the interfluvial depression (Table 1),
Willow and cottonwood (Figure 13) require large quantities
of water at or near the surface throughout the growing
season.

Frequently they are indicators of springs and

hence prehistoric occupation sites.

They "mark the course

where water has flowed" (Marks 1950, p. 181).
Walnut does not require as much water as either
cottonwood or willow,

Its distribution in Woodcutter Draw

coincides in some instances with a surface layer of caliche,
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Figure 12.

View downstream from the Murray
Springs mammoth site. Rabbit
brush is dominant on the arroyo
floor. Phreatophytic mesquites
and grasses line the banks.
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Figure 13

Cottonwood and willow mark a
shallow water table in Murray
Springs Arroyo.
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which, while it prevents the downward percolation of
precipitation, retards the evaporation rate of soil
moisture (Shreve and Mallery 1933» P« 107).
Another species apparently requiring dependable
moisture is Muhlenberg!a rigens, a perennial grass which
grows on a narrow terrace a few feet above the floor of
Murray Springs Arroyo (Figure 9)•

The channel sands at

this location remain damp all year (Hehringer, Martin,
and Haynes 196?, p. 788).
Phreatophytes
On alluvial terraces within arroyos or on the finer
soils above them, phreatophytic species trace the drainage
lines (Figure 5)•

Sacaton appears on alluvium where down

cutting or lateral expansion has not occurred.

Tobosa

grass may also be found at the source of streams headward
of arroyo-cutting.
Mesquite and littleleaf sumac form another, outer
line of phreatophytes along the drainages, or where
sacaton is absent, the only line.
heights of close to twenty feet.

Individuals may attain
The density of mesquite

and sumac diminishes rapidly with increasing distance
from the arroyo.
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Xerophytes
The plants common to the interfluves are not absent
from the riparian scene.

Where valley fill is especially

coarse or dissection extreme, creosotebush, whitethorn and
tarbush extend right to the channel.

Whitethorn will grow

with littleleaf sumac, mesquite, or desert willow just
above the channel and— like its close relative Acacia
constricta— acts like a phreatophyte in these instances
(Spalding 1909, p. 12).
Distributions of the dominant hydrophytic, phreatophytic and xerophytic species within the study area are
typified in Figure 14 and idealized in Figure 15.

The pat

tern is reproduced on a broader scale along the San Pedro.
Cottonwood and willow line the stream.

On the floodplain

(Arivaipa surface) grow sacaton and other grasses; mesquites
grow toward the distant edge of the floodplain.

A break

in slope marks the beginning of the calcareous deposits
of the Whetstone surface and with it the beginning of the
Larrea-Acacia-Plourensia complex.
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Figure 14.

Typical zonation of riparian species.
Rabbitbrush (r) in wash; sacaton (s)
on terrace of Recent alluvium; mesquite (m) forming an outer line of
phreatophytes.
Chihuahuan desertscrub flourishes on calcareous
deposits in the background.
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CHAPTER 5
'

IMPLICATIONS

Vegetation change in southeastern Arizona during
the last 100 years has interested many students of the
Southwest (Bryan 1928; Sauer 1950; Hastings 1959; Humphrey
1958; Hastings and Turner 1965; among others).
(1966) reviewed the literature,

D. R. Harris

Rodgers (1965) discussed

the possible cultural impacts on the vegetation of the
upper San Pedro River Valley.

Most of the authors have

reconstructed pre-1900 vegetation as a vast grassland
awaiting destruction by arroyo-cutting, the cessation of
fires, overgrazing, climatic changes, or combinations
thereof.

All have relied upon accounts of early travelers,

explorers, missionaries, or land developers.

In many

instances, these reports are either vague and hence open
to any interpretation, or they were written to attract
settlers to the region.

It is significant here to say

that with the exception of the early Jesuit missionary
Father Kino (Bolton 19^8)— who appeared to be much more
interested in whether or not the natives wore clothing
than in what plants grew to support their subsistence
36
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economies— it cannot be verified that any of the other
/
travelers passed through the area immediately under study.
The ecology of the present vegetation of the
Murray Springs area suggests that the Chihuahuan Desertscrub is an edaphic climax, a stable community adapted
to the special conditions of the substrate (Odum 1959»
p. 266).

The Chihuahuan Desertscrub is concentrated on

calcareous soils, where conditions are not unlike those
of the Chihuahuan Desert proper, which is also situated
on high plains and on limestone-derived soils.

The small

closed basins seem remarkably similar to the "mogotes" of
Coahuila.
It is doubtful that arroyo-cutting has greatly
affected the vegetal cover of the interfluves.

Down

cutting has been recent enough to leave relicts of
pre-incision vegetation.

Tobosa grass-sacaton swales are

especially well-defined near the source of Horsethief Draw
and Murray Springs Arroyo.^

Even where down-cutting has

progressed, sacaton edges the cut and delineates the re
stricted limits of former swales.

Sacaton and tobosa grass

are species of the floodplain and would never have grown
away from it.

The grass circles are not relicts, but

expressions of unique edaphic conditions.
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The Public Land Office Survey of 1901 provides the
earliest explicit reference to the plants in the Murray
Springs area (Figure 16).
cutting.

This record predates arroyo-

The field notes of the survey of T21S, R21E

continually mention "dense undergrowth, tesota, and
mesquite. "

Tesota is the original name of whitethorn

and was later misapplied to ironwood, of which it is now
the scientific epithet (Welles 1964, p. 2).
T22S, R213 was. surveyed.

In 1911,

Along the sections occurring

in the study area the description is monotonously the same:
"over rolling land, through dense brush ... no timber;
mesquite, catclaw and greasewood."

The San Rafael del

Valle grant was inventoried and described as having an
"abundant growth of rich and nutritive grasses" (Public
Land Office Survey Notes 1902).

The west boundary, how

ever, was surveyed in 1879 and passed through dense
undergrowth.
Comparison of the early Public Land Office sur
veys with the present situation suggests no major change
in vegetation on the lower bajadas of the upper San Pedro
Valley since 1900.

While there may be some confusion as

to the actual species present (Is "catclaw" Acacia
vernlcosa or A. greggii?

Does "sage" refer to Flourensia

cernua?), it can be concluded that the Hurray Springs
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area was not a desert grassland at the beginning of the
twentieth century,

However, shrub invasion onto higher

bajadas and the Tombstone Hills since the turn of the
century is indicated unequivocably by the photographs of
Hastings and Turner (1965),

In most cases if the invader

was not mesquite, it was whitethorn or creosotebush.

It

therefore seems possible that the study area represents
part of a natural population of Chihuahuan Desertscrub
species which has served as a source for subsequent mi
grations and invasions of thornscrub onto neighboring
grasslands.
Summary
Three distinct groupings of plants appear in a
25 square mile portion of Chihuahuan Desertscrub which
was napped in the upper San Pedro Valley of Arizona,
The xerophytic community of low shrubs of Larrea, Acacia,
and Flourensia is by far the most widespread.

Of very

limited extent is a group of phreatophytic species,
notably mesquite and the tall grass of the floodplain,
sacaton.

Hydrophytic communities are almost insignificant.

Comparison of this area with the Chihuahuan Desert proper
emphasizes the similarity not only of the vegetation and
topography but also of calcareous substratum.

It is

suggested that the Acacla-Larrea-Flourensla complex of

the upper San Pedro Valley is an edaphic climax.

Public

Land Office Surveys document the association's existence
since 1879.
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